Adsorption of methanol on zeolites X and Y. An atomistic and quantum chemical study.
The adsorption of methanol on basic zeolites X and Y was investigated with both atomistic and quantum chemical methods. The Monte Carlo docking method was used to localize preferred adsorption sites within the framework. Sites were found adjacent to the interstitial alkali cations in the sites SI, SII, and SIII. We investigated the influence on adsorption behavior of all possible interstitial alkali metal cations, i.e., Li(+), Na(+), K(+), Rb(+), and Cs(+), and in the case of site SII also the influence of varying the Si/Al ratio and distribution. Clusters were cut from the periodic framework in a way that the topological character of the different sites was preserved. DFT calculations yielded geometries and energetic data, which are analyzed with respect to the nature of the cation and to the Si/Al ratio. Adsorption of the methanol molecule is influenced mainly by the identity of the alkali metal cation. Other factors, including Si/Al ratio, are of secondary importance, though there is evidence of weak hydrogen bonding between methanol hydrogen and framework. Cation positions are displaced only slightly by interaction with methanol, although somewhat more at the SIII sites than the SII. We propose that the SIII sites may be a more likely location for methanol activation, particularly in the reaction with toluene, which favors the SII site.